Urban Trafﬁc Trends
1

136 Exabytes/month
*

Mega cities and taller buildings are driving
incredible urban growth

2

Energy efﬁciency standards are changing
the way we live and the way we bring
connectivity to the masses
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Video is driving incredible trafﬁc growth
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Outdoor
generated

Service providers need to deal with higher
frequency bands moving forward

Indoor
generated

2018

Improved
outside in
coverage
using Street
Macro layer,
Massive
MIMO etc.

Dedicated
indoor system
coverage

2024

Ericsson Urban Wireless Solutions
Roof top macro sites
Street macro
sites
Indoor
small cells

Outdoor small cells
with micro radio

Street Macro

Micro

Understanding your urban landscape

Small

1

<3,000m

2

2

A

Outside-in or
dedicated indoor,
depending on
building outer
attenuation

B

Dedicated indoor: Radio Dot or
micro radio depending on capacity
requirements

Medium

3,000-15,000m

2

A

Outside-in or dedicated indoor, depending
on building outer
attenuation
B

Dedicated indoor: Radio Dot IRU
connected to nearby macro for
shared baseband and backhaul
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Large

15,000-40,000m

2

4

A

Very Large
>40,000m2
A

Radio Dot dedicated indoor,
optionally complemented with
micro radio

Radio Dot dedicated indoor,
complemented with micro radio for
lower capacity areas, eg garage

B

B

On premise baseband, or shared
indoor-macro baseband

On premise baseband dedicated
to indoor conﬁguration

C
C

Aggregate nearby small sites
of eg campus/high rise

If no macro close,

D

Connect to nearby macro site for shared
baseband and backhaul when possible
E

use centralized
baseband
if dark ﬁber to venue
exists

C
C

Venue distributed IRU sites
Venue Centralized IRU
and/or distributed IRU
conﬁguration

F

If ﬁber not available,
If no macro close,
use centralized baseband if dark ﬁber to
venue exists

connect to internet grade backhaul
using on-premise baseband

F

If ﬁber not available,

connect to internet grade backhaul
using on-premise baseband

Network technology considerations
based on venue size

